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In many areas of computational biology, the likelihood f(x0 | θ, M) of a scientific model M
is intractable, typically because interesting models are highly complex. This hampers sci-
entific progress in terms of iterative data acquisition, parameter inference, model checking
and model refinement within a Bayesian framework. Nevertheless, given a value of θ, it is
typically possible to simulate data from f(· | θ, M). ABC proposes to infer θ by comparing
simulated data x to the observed data x0, in terms of a (real-valued) univariate discrepancy
ρ that combines a set of (computationally tractable) summaries S = (S1, . . . , Sk, . . . , SK)
(1). In its simplest form, values of θ for which the discrepancies are within τ ≥ 0 are
retained to define the approximate likelihood.

After briefly reviewing current developments, I will discuss how to extend the current
framework to consider simultaneously model inference and model criticism, reinterpreting
a set of several discrepancies: {ρk

(
Sk(x), Sk(x0)

)} as realizations of real-valued error terms,
denoted by εεε = (ε1, · · · , εK). A theoretical framework, ABC under model uncertainty,
will be presented as well as a description of possible MCMC algorithms for inferring the
joint approximate posterior distribution of summary errors and model parameters (2).
By making probabilistic statements of mismatch between the model and the data, model
criticism is facilitated and guidance on how to improve the models is gained. Finally, the
benefit of incorporating model diagnostics within the ABC framework will be demonstrated
by contrasting three qualitative models of protein network evolution to analyse the protein
interaction datasets of Helicobacter pylori and Treponema pallidum (3).
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